REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATIONS

Design and Construction Project
Management Services – New Fire
Station
ISSUED BY:
Emergency Services District 8
Bexar County, Texas
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INTRODUCTION
Emergency Services District 8 in Bexar County, Texas, hereafter ESD 8, is accepting responses from
qualified consultants for project management services interested in providing services for the
planning, design, procurement, construction management, and commissioning of one or more fire
stations.
It is the intent of ESD 8 to select a single consultant or consultant team to accomplish all the services
outlined in this Request for Qualifications.
ESD 8 will receive proposals and select a candidate by entering into a contract and continuing for a
period sufficient to complete the scope of work starting from the effective date of the contract through
completion of all propositions.
IT IS UNDERSTOOD that ESD 8 reserves the right to negotiate all elements that comprise the response
and to accept or reject part or all of any response.
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DEFINITIONS
ESD 8 – Emergency Services District 8, Bexar County, Texas
Consultant - Professional or consulting firm submitting a response to this RFQ. This shall also include
the successful Consultant or Consultant Team or Firm.
Design professionals – Unless otherwise specified, definition shall encompass all designers on the
project to include but not limited to professional engineers, architects and so forth and any subconsultants therewith.
PM – Project Manager or Program Manager
Cx – Commissioning
CxA – Commissioning Agent or Authority
RFQ - Request for Qualification; this solicitation.
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OVERVIEW
ESD 8 is a growing district located in northwest Bexar County. Largely residential growth in the area has
stretched the district to provide timely and responsive emergency service to our constituents. This has
created the need to expand our geographic reach with new fire stations to augment the single station
currently located in Grey Forest, Texas. The district owns one parcel where it intends to place a new fire
station and is considering other locations for yet a third station.
While the district’s fiscal standing demands careful and judicious spending, ESD 8 has sufficient funding
to begin the process of planning, designing, and procuring this first station. Due to the limited staffing
and expertise of the district, we are seeking the services of a qualified project manager or management
team to support the process from beginning to a successful conclusion.
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SCOPE OF SERVICES
The successful consultant will be a highly skilled and experienced project team comprised of seasoned,
well-rounded team members with relevant experience in the following areas discussed below. The PM
team shall have the facility planning, design and construction management experience in fire stations,
ideally with those on a scale envisioned by ESD 8. Services shall include all general leadership and
management functions required of a PM including but not limited to: recommendations for project
delivery, procurement validating programming results, tracking budgets, providing cash-flow
projections to the ESD 8 board as required, preparing cost estimates and Master Plan & Schedule,
validating construction cost/cost of work, monitoring schedules; overseeing quality of all aspects of the
project; communication with the project team; coordinating all issues, documentation, minutes, action
items, and approvals to move the projects through all the various phases; providing direct interface
with end-users and other stakeholders as required; briefing officials, and being more particularly
described as follows:
1) Maintain a single point of contact for ESD 8.
2) Create a comprehensive project plan and schedule providing the best delivery approach to
package and implement such projects at various phases yet minimizing issuance costs and tax
rate implications. Such plan shall include but not limited to:
a) Provide plan to establish, lead and coordinate all project related meetings to include
updates, status reports. Establish, lead and coordinate all project related meetings
b) Work with staff and ESD board on prioritization and phasing of projects.
c) Provide best procurement methods to projects and suggest best practices in industry on
oversight, cost control, quality control/quality assurance and related.
d) Update and revise accordingly overall program budget including hard and soft costs for each
project meeting all goals/ objectives for the project and staying within the prescribed
budgets. Provide for cost-saving measures such as value engineering, savings in
procurement methods, and streamlining projects.
e) Where applicable, provide a public communication/notification plan for projects affecting
not only immediate neighborhoods but also district citizens. Some projects will have a more
immediate impact than others.
3) Work with ESD board and staff, and underwriters to determine the following:
a) Track project costs, project cash flows, monitor, and manage all payments to consultants
and contractors.
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b) Assist the district in developing the financial procedures, programs, and support
documents to manage and monitor the project for auditing purposes especially in
accordance with
c) Provide recommended maintenance and operations costs for budgeting purposes.
4) Draft and/or modify existing Request for Qualifications/Proposals for design
professionals. Oversee the process and assist the district in the selection of the best
qualified design professionals. Follow up with and de-brief, if necessary, non-selected
firms.
5) Create and/or modify existing standardized professional service and construction contracts
for review and final drafting by legal staff. Oversee that all submittals are received and
approved prior to starting work on these items.
6) Negotiate terms with consultants, design professional, contractors and so forth that are
favorable to the district providing not only the best value and meeting the goals of the
project but also a fee that is within the project’s budget. If terms are unacceptable to the
district, re-bid, re-negotiate or select another firm that will meet the district’s terms.
Coordination with the district’s attorney will be required for this effort.
7) Provide design professional program activities, including:
a) Meet and coordinate with various entities to establish goals, constraints, priorities, and
responsibilities.
b) Prepare a Master Schedule for the project, including planning activities, design, if necessary,
and construction phases. The Master Schedule will be updated as needed throughout the
duration of the Project. Provide for a design submittal review schedule (recommended or
best practice - 30%, 50%, 95% and 100% complete submissions.)
c) Develop and maintain a filing system to include program management materials, planning
documents, design documents, and bid documents.

d) The PM shall recommend to staff any forms, procedures or standards that should be
implemented to aide in project delivery. Particular attention should be given to items that
expedite project delivery and/or reduce project expenditures.
8) Manage and oversee the preparation of design and bidding activities, including:
e) Prepare scope of work for each project.
f)

Prepare independent design professional fee estimate for each project.

g) Ensure that all necessary design professionals (i.e. geotechnical, survey
and/or environmental) are included on the project design team.
h) Negotiate contracts with selected firms.
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e) Conduct kick-off meeting with project firm/team.
f)

Perform design reviews in accordance with any established procedures.

g) Review invoices.
h) Conduct progress meetings, as needed.
i)

Oversee typical project bid phase activities, including:
i)

Preparing bid documents.

ii) Advertisement of projects.
iii) Prepare and distribute addendums, as necessary.
iv) Conduct a pre-bid meeting.
v) Conduct a tabulation and evaluation of bids and contractors.
vi) Recommend a contract award
j)

Provide project close out, including obtaining final as-built plans received from contractor,
once project construction is completed.

11) Conduct, as necessary, a constructability review and provide a value engineering service for
projects outside of scope and budget.
12) Manage all contracts (ESD 8, design professionals, construction firms, special consultants,
etc.) related to the projects.
13) Conduct site visits and inspections to review work in place and report in a standard format to
the district with reference to facilities standards/specifications, schedules and budgets.
Monitor construction progress and advise the district of any observations of non-conforming
scope or workmanship quality concerns. Administrate construction contract and general
conditions and serve as the district’s representative.
a) Provide field and quality control/ quality assurance oversight.
b) Provide on-sight construction inspection services.
In addition to the requested services, the PM shall be tasked with looking at alternative procurement or
delivery methods such as construction manager-at-risk (CMAR) or design-build to expedite project
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delivery and reduce costs. Additional items that will be considered once a firm is selected are described
in more detail under “Exhibit A” attached herein.
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RESPONSE TO THE RFQ
The following items are required in each response. In order to expedite the evaluation of responses,
applicants will organize their responses in the same sequence as this RFQ. Instructions regarding scope
and contents are given in this section. These instructions are designed to ensure the submission of
information essential to the understanding and comprehensive evaluation of each response. Facsimile
or email responses will not be accepted. Responses must contain a concise presentation of sufficient
length to be complete. Brevity is appreciated when possible. All documents and attachments will be
contained in a presentation folder or binder no larger than 8- 1/2” by 11”.
1) COVER LETTER
A cover letter with company name, address, phone number, project contact and principal signature
is required, expressing interest in the project and certifying that sufficient resources in personnel,
equipment, and time are available and can be committed to this project.
2) CONSULTANT’S ORGANIZATION
Explain type of ownership (individual, partnership or corporation), number of years in business, listing of
primary disciplines and services provided, present size of firm and breakdown of employee category,
and a statement of financial condition/stability, consultant’s firm or project team including subconsultant(s) debarment, terminated or suspended from contracting with any public or private entity,
consultant’s firm or team including sub-consultant(s) bankruptcy declaration or filed protection from
creditors under state and federal proceedings, any claim(s) or litigation on consultant’s firm or team
including sub-consultant(s) with any public or private entity in the last 5 years, insurance coverage in
force (general and professional (errors and omissions) liability, automotive liability, worker’s
compensation) and limits of same.
3) PROJECT TEAM
Provide resumes for the consultant team. Provide primary contact, names and titles of employees and
all sub-consultant team members, partnering firms and their team members who will have
responsibilities under the subsequent agreement. Provide a brief background on all participants to
include professional work and areas of expertise. Provide office(s) and team member locations,
availability and estimated response times of team members to district tasks. Provide an organizational
chart breakdown on who will be responsible for what areas.
4) WORK PLAN
Explain the work plan with detailed specific tasks as noted in Scope of Service section of this RFQ. Note
all tasks and the responsible parties including the district and sub-consultants.
Demonstrate how your firm will minimize costs and save taxpayer’s money including utilization of PM
resources in a cost-effective manner, delivery methods, streamlining projects and work tasks, quality
control methods, negotiation methods to reduce fees and costs, and so forth. Include examples where
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your efforts added value and generated project savings for public sector clients. Provide a discussion on
the tools utilized by the consultant to manage cash-flow and any historical methods utilized to
determine the number and/or size of debt issuance.
Furthermore, the ESD 8 encourages sustainable construction practices, those practices that
minimize energy consumption, minimize or eliminate negative environmental impacts and ensure
construction of healthy facilities. Include in your work plan evidence of a commitment toward
sustainable building practices and how your firm will assess costs, benefits and recommendations
therein.
5) RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
List projects of a similar nature with which the successful proponent has had direct experience. Be
specific on why the referenced projects are similar to this project, including but not limited to project
location, description, date of implementation, services provided by your firm for the project(s), and
client contact information. Include cost information and a link to project photos/deliverables, if
available. List projects and detail of the project team that reflects work on fire stations and, ideally, with
other ESDs. Demonstrate your strengths and weaknesses in your direct experience and, where direct
experience is lacking, demonstrate how you will resolve it. Provide number and costs of facilities (in
particular, fire stations) and in each delivery method for the past five (5) years (i.e. competitive bid,
competitive sealed proposal, CMAR, CM-agent, Design-build) in which your firm has provided PM
services. Provide information on anticipated versus actual project costs for similar projects listed.
6) QUALITY CONTROL
Describe how the successful consultant will handle quality control/quality assurance to monitor and
resolve issues and check and cross-reference documents, consultant and contractor’s work, invoicing,
quantities, bids, design reviews, change orders and so forth.
7) CONFLICT OF INTEREST FORM (“CIQ”)
Submit a completed CIQ with the response.
Failure to address items 1 through 7 in the Response to the Request for Qualifications Section in
detail will be sufficient reason to eliminate a response from consideration. Only upon request, ESD 8
may ask for an audit showing latest balance, income statement showing current assets, net fixed
assets, other assets, current liabilities and other liabilities. Information may be included in response,
but do not include or attach a separate audit unless requested.
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EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS
A) EVALUATION CRITERIA
The district will evaluate the qualifications of consultants submitting proposals based
on, but not limited to, the following criteria and will award points in each category up to
the maximum number of points listed:
Criteria

Maximum
# of Points

1. Quality of proposal submission. All information
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requested has been submitted. The correct
number of proposals has been submitted.
2. Consultant’s history, background, years in
business, size, financial condition, insurance to
meet the district’s scope of services.

10

3. Project team makeup, experience and
education levels, and overall organization
approach in achieving scope of services

20

4. Work Plan and Project Schedule: Does the
consultant provide a cost-effective conceptual
work plan as set forth in the RFQ?

30

5. Relevant Experience: Does the project team
have the direct experience to satisfy the scope
of services?

20

6. Quality control: Does the project team satisfy
the response and achieve the scope of
services?

15

TOTAL

100

Optional: Presentation by short-listed consultants.

25
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B) EVALUATION COMMITTEE & RANKING
A committee comprised of two ESD 8 board members will review and rank all
proposals according to qualifications, and consultants may be selected for interviews
or oral presentations as deemed necessary by the committee. The district makes no
commitment to any respondent to this RFP beyond consideration of its written
response.
C) INTERVIEWS
The district may conduct interviews with one or more qualified consultants which timely
and properly submit a proposal. The district reserves the right to select a consultant
without interviews based solely on the information contained in the proposal.

D) SELECTION AND CONTRACT
Selection of the most qualified firm will be made by a quorum of the ESD 8 board, at
large, who will review the recommendations of the evaluation committee. The
selection of the consultants and the execution of a contract, while anticipated, are not
guaranteed by the district. The district reserves the right to determine which proposal is
in the district’s best interest and to award the contract on that basis, to reject any and
all proposals or portions thereof, waive any irregularities of any proposal, negotiate
with any potential proponent (after proposals are opened) if such is deemed in the best
interest of the district.
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AWARD OF CONTRACT
1) NEGOTIATIONS
After selection of a consultant based on qualifications, the district will then enter into
negotiations as to the terms of the contract, all aspects of services, and the compensation to be
paid to the proponent.
2) INABILITY TO REACH AGREEMENT
In the event the negotiations between the most qualified proponent(s) selected and the district
cannot be completed as a result of an inability to reach agreement on the fee for services or the
scope of work to be performed, then at the option of the district, the contract may be awarded to
the next most qualified proponent. Negotiations will continue in this sequence until a contract is
finalized or all responses are rejected.
3) FINAL CONTRACT
a) The selected consultant will be required to assume responsibility for all services offered in
its response, whether or not such services are provided by a partnership arrangement. The
successful consultant will be considered the sole point of contact with regard to contractual
matters, including payment of any and all charges resulting from the contract.
b) ESD Board Approval: Final contract will be subject to the approval of the ESD 8 board.
c) The successful consultant will be required to enter into the draft form Standard
Contract/ Professional Services Agreement with the district attached herein, subject to
change.
d) This RFQ and the successful consultant’s response, or any part thereof, may be incorporated
into and made a part of the final contract. The district reserves the right to negotiate the terms
and conditions of the contract with the successful consultant.
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SUBMISSION OF RESPONSE & DEADLINE
Submit one (1) original, nine (9) copies and a removable media (thumb)
drive containing the response in portable document format (PDF) file of the
proposal to ESD 8:

No later than 3pm on 6/29/2018
Proposals must be received at ESD 8 before opening date and time, submitted
in a sealed envelope or container stating on the outside: DO NOT OPEN –
Project Management Services submitted by the bidder’s name, address, title,
and due date.
IF HAND DELIVERED:

MAILING ADDRES:

ESD 8

ESD 8

Attention: RFQ Selection Committee

Attention: RFQ Selection Committee

18515 Scenic Loop Road

18515 Scenic Loop Road

Helotes, TX 78023

Helotes, TX 78023

Schedule of Important Dates
The tentative schedule for this Request for Proposal is as follows:
Release RFQ to Consultants: 06/01/2018
Advertisement Dates: 06/01/2018 to 06/29/2018
Pre-Proposal/Submission Meeting

3;00PM CDT on 06/12/2018 at Fire Station #1, ESD
8, Grey Forest (Helotes) TX

Deadline for Questions and Inquiries: No later than 3pm on 06/15/2018
Proposal Submission Deadline: No later than 3pm on 06/29/2018

Pre-Proposal/Submission Meeting
A Pre-Proposal/Submission Meeting will be held at the Fire Station located in Grey Forest TX on
06/12/2018 at 3pm. This meeting is not mandatory, but attendance is highly recommended.
Immediately following the meeting, a site tour will be conducted, if needed. No transcripts or
minutes will be taken from this meeting.
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INSTRUCTIONS, TERMS AND CONDITIONS
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: Consultants submitting responses should carefully examine all terms,
conditions, specifications and related documents. Should discrepancies or omissions from the
specifications or related documents be discovered, or should there be doubt as to their meaning, the
district should be notified immediately for clarification prior to submitting the responses. In the event
of any conflict between the terms and provisions of these requirements and the specifications, the
specifications shall govern. In the event of any conflict of interpretation of any part of this overall
document, the district’s interpretation shall govern.
__________________
ADDENDA & QUESTIONS: All questions regarding this response and any regarding the meaning or
intent of the RFQ are to be directed to the following contact(s). Interpretations or clarification
considered necessary by the district in response to such questions will be issued by Addenda and
posted either online or otherwise delivered to all parties recorded by the district as having received the
RFQ. Questions and inquiries received past the deadline as prescribed in Schedule of Important Dates
will not be answered. Only questions answered by a formal written Addenda will be binding. No oral
and other interpretations or clarification will be considered official or binding.
ESD 8
Contact: Shane Reddout, Fire Chief
18515 Scenic Loop Road
Helotes, TX 78023
Station: (210) 695- 5033
Cell: (210) 288-9193
chiefreddout@greyforestfd.org
ALTERING RESPONSES: Responses cannot be altered or amended after submission deadline. Any
alterations or erasures made before opening time must be initialed by the signer of the response,
guaranteeing authenticity.
COMMUNICATION: The district shall not be responsible for any verbal communication between any
employee of the district and any potential firm. Only timely and properly submitted written responses
will be considered.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST: No public official shall have interest in this contract except in accordance
with Vernon’s Texas Codes Annotated, Local Government Code Title 5, Subtitle C, Chapter 171.
CONTRACT AWARD: If a contract is awarded, the consultant will be selected on a rational basis using the
response evaluation factors and results of subsequent negotiations. The district has the right to award a
contract upon the conditions, terms, and specifications contained in a response submitted to the district
for a period of up to one hundred twenty (120) days following the date specified for the response
submission deadline.
DELIVERY: All delivery and freight charges are to be included in the response price.
DISCLOSURE: There will be no disclosure of contents to competing firms and all responses will be kept
confidential during the selection process to the degree permitted by law. The district is subject to the
Texas Public Information Act, Texas Government Code, Chapter 552. Government Code 552.110
excepts from required public disclosure a trade secret or commercial or financial information that may
be privileged or confidential by statute or judicial decision. However, the district considers all
information, documentation, and other materials requested to be submitted in response to this RFQ to
be non-confidential and/or non-proprietary and therefore subject to public disclosure after the contract
are executed.
DOCUMENTATION: The Consultant shall provide with this response all documentation required by this
RFQ. Failure to provide this information may result in rejection of response. Vendor is encouraged to
submit concise and clear responses to the RFQ. Responses of excessive length or complexity are
discouraged. The district reserves the right to include the selected response or any part or parts of the
selected response in the final contract.
ETHICS: The Consultant shall not offer gifts or anything of value or enter into any business arrangement
with any employee, official or agent of the district. More than one response on any one contract from a
firm or individual under different names shall be grounds for rejection of all responses in which the firm
or individual has an interest. One or all responses will be rejected if there is any reason to believe that
collusion exists between respondents.
Consultants must comply with Chapter 176 of the Texas Local Government Code. Chapter 176 mandates
the public disclosure of certain information concerning persons doing business or seeking to do business
with district, including affiliations and business and financial relationships such persons may have with
ESD 8 Board Members or ESD 8 staff and employees.
By doing business or seeking to do business with ESD 8, including submitting a response to this RFQ,
the Consultant acknowledges that he/she has been notified of the requirements of Chapter 176 of the
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Texas Local Government Code and is representing that said Consultant is in compliance with
those requirements.
Conflict of Interest Questionnaire contained herein must be filled out and turned in with each response.
INDEMNIFICATION: The successful Consultant shall indemnify, defend, and hold the district, its officers,
agents, and employees, harmless from any claim, loss, damage, suit, and liability of every kind,
including all expenses of litigation, court costs, and attorney's fees, for injury to or death of any person,
or for damage to any property, arising from or caused by any act or omission of contractor, its officers,
employees, agents, or subcontractors, in performing its obligations under this contract.
INVOICES submitted for payment shall be addressed to ESD 8. Periodic payments will be made
within thirty (30) days of invoice date provided that all other requirements are detailed in the
contract have been fulfilled. All invoices need to have a breakdown on tasks and hours performed
justifying the requested payment as it relates to the agreed-upon scope.
LATE RESPONSES: Responses received at ESD 8 after submission deadline will be considered void and
unacceptable. ESD 8 is not responsible for lateness or non-delivery of mail, carrier, etc., and the
date/time stamp shall be the official time of receipt.
LOBBYING PROHIBITED: Consultants are prohibited from directly or indirectly communicating with
district board members or anyone affiliated with the district regarding the Consultant’s qualifications or
any other matter related to the eventual award of a contract for the services requested under this RFQ.
Consultants are prohibited from contacting ESD 8 board and staff members regarding their
qualifications or the award of a contract, unless in response to an inquiry from a staff or committee
member. Any violation will result in immediate disqualification of the Consultant from the selection
process.
MANAGEMENT: Should there be a change in ownership or management of the successful respondent,
any and all contracts that result from this RFQ shall be canceled unless a mutual agreement is reached
with the new owner or manager to continue the contract with its present provisions, requirements,
terms, conditions, schedule, and fees. This contract is nontransferable by either party.
RESPONSES MUST COMPLY with all federal, state, county and local laws concerning this type of goods
or service.
REIMBURSEMENT: There is no express or implied obligation for the district to reimburse responding
Consultants for any expenses incurred in preparing responses in response to this RFQ and the district
will not reimburse responding firms for these expenses, nor will the district pay any subsequent costs
associated with the provision of any additional information or presentation, or to procure a contract
for these services.
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RESERVATIONS: The district reserves the right to accept or reject any or all responses as a result of
this request, to negotiate with all qualified sources, or to cancel, add or subtract, in part or in its
entirety, this RFQ if found in the best interest of the district. All responses become the property of the
district.
RESPONSIBLE FIRMS: The district shall only consider responsible consultants who have the financial
ability, experience, resources, skills, capability, reliability and business integrity necessary to perform
the requirements of the contract. The district will consider references and other information available,
whether specifically provided by the respondent or otherwise. Consultants with an owner or principal
convicted within the past 10 years of a crime that impugns honesty or integrity, or with unsatisfied tax
or judgment liens, are ineligible to participate and shall not submit.
STANDARD CONTRACT(S): This RFQ includes the district’s Standard Contract/ Professional Services
Agreement in draft form, subject to change. The Consultant should review the attached Standard
Contract/ Professional Services Agreement thoroughly, and by submitting a response, the Consultant is
agreeing to sign the district’s Standard Contract/ Professional Services Agreement and any subsequent
changes thereafter. The standard contract can be subject to negotiation.
WITHDRAWAL OF RESPONSES: Any response may be withdrawn prior to the scheduling time for
opening. Notice to withdraw the response must be in writing and submitted to the district prior to
the scheduled time for opening responses. Any response withdrawal notice, which is received after
the deadline for receiving responses, shall not be considered.
INSURANCE: The successful Consultant shall provide and maintain the minimum insurance coverage set
forth in the draft form, Standard Contract/ Professional Services Agreement attached herein and subject
to change.

.
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ATTACHMENT A: CONFLICT OF INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE
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ATTACHMENT B: DRAFT STANDARD CONTRACT/
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
ESD 8, Bexar County, Texas
Terms and Conditions for Professional Services Agreements
1. Scope of Services
(a) Consultant agrees to perform the services, and to meet the conditions and requirements,
set forth in the ESD 8 “Project Management Services" which is attached hereto as
Exhibit _____ and incorporated herein for all purposes. Services include: the
development and preparation of a Plan; and the facilitation of stakeholder input and
meetings, each of which is described in more particular detail on Exhibit
_______.
(b) In consideration for performance of the services set forth in Exhibit _____ ESD 8
agrees to pay the Consultant the amounts set forth in Exhibit “_”.
(c) Any request by the Consultant to modify the Scope of Services or the
consideration paid therefore shall be made and approved by ESD 8 prior to the
Consultant providing such services or the right to payment for such additional
services shall be waived. If there is a dispute between the Consultant and ESD 8
respecting any service provided or to be provided hereunder by the Consultant,
including a dispute as to whether such service is additional to the Scope of Services
included in this Agreement, the Consultant agrees to continue providing on a timely
basis all services to be provided by the Consultant hereunder, including any service as
to which there is a dispute.
2. Standards of Performance
(a) The performance of all services by the Consultant under this Agreement will be by persons
appropriately licensed or registered under state, local and federal laws.
(b) In performing all services under this Agreement, the Consultant will use that degree of care
and skill ordinarily exercised for similar projects by professional consulting firms who possess
special expertise in the types of services involved under this Agreement.
(c) Any provisions in this Agreement pertaining to ESD 8 review, approval and /or acceptance of
written materials prepared by the Consultant and/or its subconsultants in connection with this
Agreement will not diminish the Consultant’s responsibility for the materials.
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(d) The Consultant will perform all of its services in coordination with ESD 8. The Consultant
will advise ESD 8 of data and information the Consultant needs to perform its services, and the
Consultant will meet with ESD 8 representatives at mutually convenient times to assemble this
data and information.

3. ESD 8 Responsibilities
(a) ESD 8 will provide information to the Consultant regarding ESD requirements for the
Consultant’s services under this Agreement. ESD 8 will furnish the Consultant with copies of data
and information in ESD 8’s possession needed by the Consultant, at the Consultant’s request.
(b) ESD 8 will designate an authorized representative to act on ESD 8’s behalf with respect to this
Agreement. ESD 8 will examine documents and information submitted by the Consultant, and
promptly render responses to the Consultant on issues requiring a decision by ESD 8.
4. Consultant’s Records
(a) All expense records of the Consultant related to this Agreement will be kept on a recognized
accounting basis acceptable to ESD 8 and will be available to ESD 8 at mutually convenient times
(applies only if the Consultant is to be reimbursed for any expenses).
(b) ESD 8, its auditors and federal and state agencies that have monitoring or auditing
responsibilities for this Agreement will have access to any books, documents, papers and records
of the Consultant which are directly pertinent to this Agreement for the purpose of making audit,
examination, excerpts, copying and transcriptions.
(c) The Consultant will furnish to ESD 8 at such time and in such form as ESD 8 may require,
financial statements including audited financial statements, records, reports, data and information,
as ESD 8 may request pertaining to the matters covered by this Agreement.
5. Ownership and Use of Documents
(a) All documents prepared by the Consultant in connection with this Agreement will become the
property of ESD 8 whether any project related to this Agreement is executed or not.
(b) The Consultant will retain all of its records and supporting documentation relating to this
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Agreement, and not delivered to ESD 8, for a period of three years, except that in the event the
Consultant goes out of business during that period, it will turn over to ESD 8 all of its records
relating to the Project for retention by ESD 8.
6. Term; Termination of Agreement
(a) The term of the Agreement begins upon its execution by the parties, and will end upon the
Consultant’s completion, and ESD 8’s acceptance, of all services described in this Agreement.
(b) In accordance with ESD 8’s Request for Qualifications, this Agreement may be terminated
by ESD 8 in the event that the Consultant:
i.
Fails to meet the agreed delivery schedule.
ii. Otherwise fails to perform in accordance with this Agreement and its Attachments; or
iii. Becomes insolvent and/or files for protection under federal bankruptcy laws.
(c) This Agreement may be terminated at will by ESD 8 upon at least fifteen (15) calendar days
prior written notice to the Consultant.
(d) In the event of termination as provided in this Section 6(c), the Consultant will be compensated
for all services performed to the termination date which are deemed by ESD 8 to be in accordance
with this Agreement. This amount will be paid by ESD 8 upon the Consultant’s delivering to ESD
8 all information and materials developed or accumulated by the Consultant in performing the
services described in this Agreement, whether completed or in progress. The expense of the
reproduction of these items will be borne by ESD 8.
(e) Such termination is in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedies that ESD 8 may have
in law or equity. Consultant, in submitting this response, agrees that ESD 8 shall not be liable to
prosecution for damages in the event that ESD 8 declares the contractor in default.

7. Insurance and Indemnity
(a) The Consultant will indemnify, hold harmless and defend ESD 8 and its employees, agents,
officers and servants from any and all lawsuits, claims, demands and causes of action of any kind
arising from the negligent or intentional acts or omissions of the Consultant, its officers, employees
or agents. This will include, but not be limited to, the amounts of judgments, penalties, interest,
court costs, reasonable legal fees, and all other expenses incurred by ESD 8 arising in favor of any
party, including the amounts of any damages or awards resulting from claims demands and causes
of action for personal injuries, death or damages to property alleged
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or actual infringement of patents, copyrights, and trademarks and without limitation by
enumeration, all other claims, demands, or causes of action of every character occurring, resulting,
or arising from any negligent or intentional wrongful act, error or omission of the Contractor and/or
its agents and/or employees. This obligation by Consultant will not be limited by reason of the
specification of any particular insurance coverage in this Agreement.
(b) The Consultant will procure and maintain at its expense insurance with insurance companies
authorized to do business in the State of Texas, covering all operations under this Agreement,
whether performed by the Consultant or its agents, subcontractors or employees. Before
commencing work, the Consultant will furnish to ESD 8 a certificate or certificates in a form
satisfactory to ESD 8, showing that Consultant has complied with this paragraph. All certificates
will provide that policies will not be canceled until at least 30 calendar days written notice has
been given to ESD 8. Commercial general liability and motor vehicle insurance will be written
with ESD 8 as an additional insured and will be endorsed to provide a waiver of the carrier’s right
of subrogation against ESD 8. The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as follows:
Workers’ Compensation Insurance: In accordance with the provisions of the
Workers’ Compensation Act of the State of Texas.
Liability Insurance: (1) Commercial general liability insurance with a combined single
limit of $1,000,000 for each occurrence and $2,000,000 in the aggregate,
(2) Professional liability, $1,000,000 for each occurrence and $1,000,000 in the
aggregate
(2) Motor Vehicle liability insurance in an amount not less than $250,000 for injuries to
any one person, $500,000 on account of any one accident and in an amount of not less
than $250,000 for property damage.
(c) The stated limits of insurance required by this Paragraph are minimum only--they do not limit
the Consultant’s indemnity obligation, and it will be the Consultant’s responsibility to determine
what limits are adequate. These limits may be met by basic policy limits or any combination of
basic limits and umbrella limits. ESD 8’s acceptance of certificates of insurance that do not comply
with these requirements in any respect does not release the Consultant from compliance with these
requirements.
7. No Waiver of Immunity
ESD 8’s execution of and performance under this Agreement will not act as a waiver by ESD 8
of any immunity from suit or liability to which it is entitled under applicable law.
8. Remedies; No Waiver
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In the event of a default or breach of this Agreement by the Consultant, ESD 8 reserves the right
to choose among the remedies for the default or breach available to ESD 8. These remedies may
be used in conjunction with one another or separately, and together with any other statutory or
common law remedies available to ESD 8. Any failure by ESD 8 to enforce this Agreement with
respect to one or more defaults by the Consultant will not waive ESD 8’s ability to enforce the
Agreement after that time.
9. Miscellaneous Provisions
(a) This Agreement is governed by the law of the State of Texas. Exclusive venue for any dispute
arising under this Agreement is in Bexar County, Texas.
(b) As to all acts or failures to act by either party to this Agreement, any applicable statute of
limitations will commence to run and any alleged cause of action will be deemed to have accrued
when the party commencing the cause of action knew or should have known of the existence of
the subject act or failure to act.
(c) The Consultant agrees not to use funds received by it under the terms of this Agreement for
any partisan political activity or to further the election or defeat of any candidate for public office.
(d) The Consultant hereby affirms that Consultant has not made or agreed to make any valuable
gift whether in the form of service, loan, thing, or promise to any person or any of his/her
immediate family, having the duty to recommend, the right to vote upon, or any other direct
influence on the selection of consultants to provide professional services to ESD 8 within the two
years preceding the execution of this Agreement. A lawfully reported campaign contribution, as
defined by the Texas Election Code will not be considered as a valuable gift for the purposes of
this Agreement.
(e) In performing the services required under this Agreement, the Consultant will not discriminate
against any person on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability or
ancestry. The Consultant agrees not to engage in employment practices which have the purpose or
effect of discriminating against employees because of race, color, sex, religion, national origin,
age, disability or ancestry. A breach of this covenant may be regarded as a default of the Consultant
of the Agreement.
(f) All references in this Agreement to any particular gender are for convenience only and will be
construed and interpreted to be of the appropriate gender. The term “will” is mandatory in this
Agreement.
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(g) Should any provision in this Agreement be found or deemed to be invalid, this Agreement will
be construed as not containing the provision, and all other provisions which are otherwise lawful
will remain in full force and effect, and to this end the provisions of this Agreement are declared
to be severable.
(h) All services provided pursuant to this Agreement are for the exclusive use and benefit of
ESD 8.
(i) ESD 8 is governed by the Texas Public Information Act (the “Act”), Chapter 552 of the Texas
Government Code. This Agreement and all written information generated under this agreement
may be subject to release under the Act. The Consultant shall not make any reports, information,
data, etc. generated under this Agreement available to any individual or organization without the
written approval of ESD 8.
(j) In the event that the performance by either ESD 8 or the Consultant of any of its obligations
under this Agreement is interrupted or delayed by events outside of their control such as acts of
God, war, riot or civil commotion, then the party is excused from such performance for the period
of time reasonably necessary to remedy the effects of such events.
(k) ESD 8 and the Consultant, respectively, bind themselves, their partners, successors, assigns
and legal representatives to the other party to this Agreement and to the partners, successors,
assigns and legal representatives of such other party with respect to all covenants of this
Agreement. The Consultant may not assign, sublet or transfer any interest in this Agreement
without the written consent of the other. The Consultant will notify ESD 8, in writing, of any
change in its partnership/ownership within thirty (30) calendar days of such change.
The Agreement including any appendices and referenced attachments represents the entire and
integrated Agreement between ESD 8 and the Consultant and supersedes all prior negotiations,
representations or agreements either written or oral. In the event of a dispute between the parties
regarding the intent of this Agreement, both parties agree that this Agreement will be construed in
a manner consistent with ESD 8’s Request for Qualifications, the Consultant’s Response, and the
public record of ESD 8’s approval of the Agreement as applicable. This Agreement may be
amended only by written instrument and must be signed by both ESD 8 and the Consultant. Any
such authorization of change in services or amendment must be approved by ESD 8’s Board of
Commissioners unless the consideration set forth in Exhibit(s)_____ is modified by less than
twenty five percent (25%).
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(m) Any exhibits and/or attachments attached to this Agreement are incorporated by reference
into this Agreement as though included verbatim herein.
(n) In the event of any conflict between these Terms and Conditions and the provisions of any
exhibit or attachment to this Agreement, these Terms and Conditions will govern and control.
(o) Any notice provided by this request or required by law to be given to the successful vendor by
ESD 8 shall be deemed to have been given and received on the next business day after such written
notice has been deposited in the U. S. mail in Bexar County, TX, by Registered or Certified Mail
with sufficient postage affixed thereto, addressed to the successful vendor at the address so
provided; provided this shall not prevent the giving of actual notice in any other manner.

SIGNED AND ENTERED ON THIS THE ____ DAY OF _________________, 2018.

APPROVED:

APPROVED:

__________________________________
Mario Hune, President

________________________________
Consultant

ESD 8

ATTEST:
________________________________
Treasurer
ESD 8
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EXHIBIT A
In addition to the aforementioned overview of requested services, while most requirements generally
fall within a conventional procurement for design and construction, the PM shall be tasked in looking at
other procurement or delivery methods such as Construction Manager-at-Risk (CMAR) or design-build to
expedite project delivery and reduce costs. Once a firm is selected, the following will be considered on
final scope of services:
1) Solicit, procure, select and negotiate a contract with a credentialed commissioning agent (CxA) to
provide Cx services through the following phases:
a. Pre-design to develop Owners Project Requirements (OPR)
b. Cx during design to ensure building performance, to include the building envelope (BECx)
c. During construction to perform functional performance testing including BECx.
d. Perform seasonal testing and enhanced commissioning.
e. Review systems manual and O&M manual
2) Draft and/or modify existing agreement / contract with best qualified contractor and/or consultant.
3) Maintain appropriate confidentiality and comply with Open Records Requests.
4) Provide the draft agreement/contract in order to eliminate extended negotiation of terms after
selection.
5) Guide the selection process consistent with a construction management approach acceptable
to owner.
6) Negotiate financial and related issues to finalize the agreement/contract with selected
contractor and/or consultant.
7) Coordinate with the district to insure all procedures are in compliance with statutes and regulations.
8) Provide follow-up and de-briefing sessions with non-selected firms.
9) Collect and process all required documents from contracted firms before proceeding with work.
(i.e., bonds, insurance, etc.)
10) Issue “Notices to Proceed” on appropriate phases when all necessary requirements have been
completed.
11) Carry out necessary contractual actions and transactions during the various contract phases.
12) Review standard contract for billing, procurement, timelines, change orders, applications for
payment and all processes required.
13) Oversee contractor or consultant selection criteria and review of contractor qualifications and
capability to perform scope of work and comply with schedule and specifications. PM shall be tasked
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in qualifying contractor or consultant in checking work history, references, financial background and
so forth on the contract
14) Negotiate terms with contractors or consultants favorable to the district; re-bid, re-negotiate or
select another for the project if best value proposal is greater than project budget after selection
of contractor or consultant by the district.
14) After selection of contractor or consultant by the district, work with design professional
with transmitting standard procurement requirements to contractors and subcontractors.
15) Review information submitted by contractor or consultant to include insurance, material
suppliers, subcontractors list, bonds and financing.
16) Provide overall project management of each consultant and work task.
17) Conduct regular meetings between ESD 8, design professionals and all concerning parties to
review and evaluate design documents for compliance with district requirements.
18) Conduct review of schedule. If a benefit and cost-effective to the district, conduct
schedule optimization or best practice.
19) Provide preliminary design review for code compliance or best practice.
20) Conduct reviews of consultant/contractor or designer’s cost estimate, reconcile, and take action to
keep cost under control.
21) If cost-effective, conduct Project Definition Rating Index analysis.
22) Oversee preparation of construction documents addressing all project elements.
23) Conduct design review meetings and project management meetings with the district to update
on progress, financial status, construction issues and use of project contingencies.
24) Coordinate with government entities for any building or statutory reviews and other approvals.
25) Participate in drawing/plan reviews for completeness, constructability, and cost savings. Coordinate,
review, and evaluate all construction documents submitted by design professionals and sub
consultants for compliance with owner’s design guidelines, detailed program needs and
performance specifications before procurement of sub-contractors. (Recommended or best
practice- 30%, 50%, 95% and 100% complete submissions.)
26) Develop/and or modify existing Projects Procedures Manual.
27) Develop/and or modify existing Projects Standard Forms.
28) Develop/and or modify existing Projects Engineering Design Criteria.
29) Develop/and or modify existing Projects Plan Preparation Criteria.
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30) Develop/and or modify existing Develop Projects Standards for CAD and BIM procedures.
31) Review Standard Detail sheets for projects, and revise, as necessary. Create new Standard
Detail sheets, as needed.
32) Review Construction Specifications and revise, as necessary. Create new Construction
Specifications, as needed.
33) The PM shall recommend to staff whether such aforementioned or any documents might
be unnecessary or of little value in view of the scope or complexity of programmed projects.
34) Manage the Geotechnical Investigations and develop contracts for geotechnical firms, and review
and disseminate results from the geotechnical investigations.
35) Manage and oversee design and survey firm activities, including:
a) Benchmark and project control data.
b) Profile of existing structures, right-of-way, driveways, drainage channels, and utilities.
c) Boundary and topographic survey as needed.
36) Coordinate with utility providers for provisioning.
37) Update and detail any master program plan and schedule including any project plan and schedule
within such master program, including major construction elements, and, if a benefit and costeffective to the District, conduct optimization session(s) or best practice.
38) If CMAR project delivery method is utilized and determined to be cost-effective receive, Guaranteed
Maximum Price (GMP) proposal, evaluate, negotiate, and provide recommendation for acceptance.
39) If cost-effective, perform a formal constructability program or best practice.
40) Implement a project change management system to control “scope creep” or best practice.
Nevertheless, the PM will be responsible for quality control/quality assurance on all projects and will
be responsible for controlling scope creep and provide the district a plan, oversee, and show results
to control “scope creep”.
41) Serve as the ESD 8 point of contact during construction. Conduct construction update meetings at
construction sites with the frequency of such meetings based upon the recommendation of the PM
subject to approval by the district. Meeting frequency is subject to change at the discretion of the
district.
42) Review required documents/outlines from contractor or consultant including quality control/quality
assurance plan, safety plan, environmental compliance plan, Texas Architectural Barriers Plan
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(TAS/TDLR) and any other applicable plan related to the project and report to contractor/consultant
and the district.
43) Conduct site visits and inspections to review work in place and report in a standard format to the
district with reference to facilities standards/specifications, schedules and budgets. Monitor
construction progress and advise the district of any observations of non-conforming scope or
quality workmanship.
44) Administer construction Contract and General Conditions and serve as the district’s
representative.
45) Review compliance with all plans, specifications and required terms and conditions and report to
the district on status.
46) Review approved submittals. Obtain district approvals where needed.
47) If GMP contract, track savings balance and plan for its use or recapture.
48) Monitor Requests for Information (RFI’s) and design professional, contractor, consultant’s
responsiveness.
49) Coordinate vendors under separate contract to the district, such as security, data, telecom,
move management and so forth
50) If applicable, review contractor’s building commissioning and turnover plan as part of planning for
start-up.
51) Evaluate payment applications and make recommendations to the district on approval of
requests for progress payments.
52) Perform final inspections and review punch list work.
53) Monitor all pre-functional testing and check-out for compliance with commissioning plan.
54) Oversee turnover of all certification documentation and submittals to proper agencies on behalf of
Owner. Submit as-builts, inventory, and documentation for auditing purposes to the district.
55) Review all contractual and warranty obligations for compliance including the issuance of
all documents such as operations and maintenance manuals.
56) Generate and deliver tickler file of all warranty deadlines for each project.
57) Coordinate reviews of warranty items after a determined date by the district.
58) Provide the district with applicable future maintenance and operation cost estimates for budgeting
purposes.
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59) Provide post-occupancy evaluation of facility prior to warranty expiration.
60) Perform other duties as assigned by the district.
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